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From day one, she was the spitfire,
the first to do most everything.
Jerry, Donna. and I kept in touch
almost daily as I'm always intrigued with
how puppy behaviours translates to their
adult personalities. I'm no stranger to
spitfire puppies who were full of
themselves in their youth and turned into
some incredibly wise and delightful
adults. I wondered if that would be the
case with Bahar or if her two other

siblings would overtake her. Clearly,
whoever got her was going to get a run
for their money.
Well, Bahar has been here two
weeks, although it seems much longer,
surely due to the lack of sleep. A few
more weeks and hopefully the lack of
sleep dilemma will be resolved. She
sleeps in a crate next to my bed so I can
reach down and pet her if she begins to
fuss.
She's growing in leaps and bounds.
She was 9.2 lbs when she arrived two
wks ago, she's 21.5 lbs at 8 wks. She

Bahar at six weeks — First day at home

loves to play, she UNFORTUNATELY
likes to chew on shoes —AHEM
JERRY!
She is obsessed with all
things water be it to drink, walk or swim
in, she doesn't, however like to be bathed
and getting her to potty in the rain is a
challenge on the best day. As soon as
drops fall on her head, all bets are off and
any urge to potty is gone — until we get
back into the house of course. She's a
stubborn girl who doesn't want to be
told she can't have or do something, talk
about temper tantrums. She is, however, a
quick learner when it's something she
wants to learn.
(Continued on page 4)
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From the Desk of the Secretary

By Mayo Wetterberg

By Jill Parker

First, I want to say thanks to all you members of FLA for
your support. I am very proud to represent you as your President for the upcoming year. The other members of your Board
of Directors and I we will continue to grow FLA as a responsible voice for wolfdog ownership. In a period of time where
everyone is very concerned about making ends meet and what
is going to happen next, we had another successful Rendezvous and are in the midst of our tenth year as an organization.
It is all of you and your support that has ensured FLA’s persistence while other wolfdog organizations have faded. FLA is
made up of members who have wolfdogs of various mixtures
and contents, as well as some who do not own wolfdogs, and
we are all drawn together in our fondness for wolves and
wolfdogs and our desire to promote responsible ownership.
Collectively we have developed a code of ethics for owners,
rescuers, and breeders — a great step in providing guidelines
for anyone with a wolfdog.
The next step is for all of us to reach out and find others
who own and/or share our concern for wolfdogs. As FLA
grows, so does our ability to serve the interests of the wolfdog
community. A good example is FLA's efforts on behalf of
those who have very "wolfy" looking animals. Florida’s Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission recently revised several rules concerning captive wildlife. While FWC rules apply
only to Class II wildlife (wolves and high content wolfdogs),
the break point defining what is considered a Class II animal
(and what is not) is not a clear line. Ninety percent of wolfdog
owners should never be affected, but because rules have to be
interpreted by people, these rules potentially could affect some
wolfdog owners.
The old 75% rule is out (it was admittedly unenforceable), but the new rules state that hybrids that are indistinguishable from their wild parents will be treated as the higher
class parent. Because there will never be a clear separation
between a wolf and a wolfdog, FWC has taken the stance that
wolfdogs that are essentially wolves need to be properly contained and owned by experienced people. That leaves the
whole issue of "what is and what isn't" open to debate and
interpretation. Unfortunately that is the reality we will have to
deal with.
What is FLA doing? As your voice, we are working to
help FWC focus their efforts on wolves and the few percent of
wolfdogs that require the same treatment as a pure wolf.
FWC’s charter is wildlife, not dogs. They have said their policy has not changed and that their focus is on wildlife. We are
fully committed to work with FWC and to help educate them
as to what realistically warrants their attention and what does
not, and we will stay involved because what may be policy
today may not be enforced the same in the future.
What can you do to help? As a member, you are already
helping. Part of FLA's success with FWC is the fact we are
organized with a common voice. By staying organized, we
stay relevant. Abiding by responsible ethics and helping all
wolfdog owners to do the same keeps wolfdog owners from
being highlighted as a problem area. Not being a problem
means less regulation and less unwanted attention. We need

The annual FLA Rendezvous is a much anticipated event
that FLA members look forward to every year. I always enjoy
seeing old friends and making new ones at each Rendezvous. It
was a long, sad weekend this year when I wasn't able to attend. I have heard from the other Board members that things
went smoothly and that this year's Rendezvous was another
complete success. I thank all of you that were able to come and
participate in Rendezvous 2009.
I want to extend a special welcome to our newest members: Bob, Jolene, Patti, Christine, and Lavon. I look forward to
meeting you personally and appreciate any input you might have
that will benefit our organization and ultimately the well-being
of our wolfdog companions. Information and recommendations
are greatly encouraged from our membership as we all work
together to be better owners and representatives of the wolfdog
community.
Special thank you to the Board of Directors who stood in
the gap for me and were so gracious to cover my responsibilities
at Rendezvous 2009. I know it was a last minute added burden
on you and I thank you for your understanding.
May this next year for FLA be the best year ever!
If you know of anyone who wishes to learn more about
Florida Lupine Association or wolfdogs, have them contact us
at info@floridalupine.org. FLA offers the following special
info packets: (1) safe containment for wolfdogs, (2) being a responsible breeder, (3) finding an ethical breeder, (4) breedspecific legislation information, and (5) sample puppy sales
contracts with spay/neuter clauses. These packets are free.

From the Desk of the Treasurer
By Andrea Bannon
Once again the FLA Rendezvous was a success with many of the members seeing old friends
and making new ones. I understand with the economy as it is some were not able to make it this
year; hopefully things will improve and more will be able to attend next year. Due to unforeseen circumstances. my attendance
was short and, like Jill, I want to thank the Board of Directors for
incorporating my duties into theirs — you guys are great.
I know at this time many of our members are facing economically hard times but I must remind everyone how very important it is to renew memberships — without our members’ support FLA would not be able to function — and make donations to
the disaster relief fund, no matter how small. All donations add
up, and we need to be prepared to help members in need.
We are closing out our tax year on June 30th and will publish
our financial report in the fall newsletter.
I’m looking forward to seeing everyone at next year's Rendezvous.
each of you to be aware of the local ordinances and state statutes
that affect wolfdog ownership, and practice the responsibility we
signed up for. If we do, we will help convince regulating agencies
we do not need to be regulated out of existence.
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(Continued from page 1)

Bashir is her favourite play buddy,
and he puts up with her; whereas the

Bahar and her buddy Bashir

rest of the House Pack avoid the fourlegged. black, pointy-toothed being
like bubonic plague.
I take her for a walk every day.
She's intrigued by all things crawling
and met her first frog last night. She so
wanted to play with that frog but I had
to explain that her teeth are too sharp
and that the fun-looking, brown,
hopping thing could make her sick.
She's getting better about meeting
new people and other dogs away from
home, but still needs tons of
socializing. She's a wonderful mix of
unflappable and determined, with a
healthy dose of mischievous, funny,
adorable, along with a dose of cautious
to balance things out most of the time.
So far, this is my favourite shot of
Bahar. I took it at her favourite park
on Mother's Day, at 8 wks.
Her
Royal
Paininthekiester
is going through a finicky feeding
spell. UGH The little diva in
training doesn't want kibble, didn't
want raw or cooked steak, or raw
chicken. Today, by 7:15 am I had
cooked steak, chicken, and sausage for
her Highness. She did eat some
chicken but only half heartedly and I'm
sure only
to humour
me. Later
I decided
to try her
on a can
of Ocean
Whitefish
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we had kicking around. Holy cow!
She damn near levitated to counter
level in order to tell get at that
yummy smelling stuff. Seems she
likes fish.. YUK!! I'll be gagging but
at least she'll be happy and eating.
She adores our kitties and they
adore her as well, although she's
intimidated by Moose who is her size
but seems bigger by virtue of the fact
that he has a massively long coat.
She's intrigued by Dumbledore the
iguana and the fish in our tank. You
can tell she's trying to figure out how
they seem to be floating around up
on that room divider.
She's a smart little whippersnapper; she's been sitting for meals
and treats since she was 7 wks old.
Hey, Jerry, your little furry
grandbaby is a chip off the olf block.
She wants her fish! Wouldn't be
surprised if she starts demanding

crawdaddies. in which case you
better plan a trip North in the very
near future.
So, if any of you are wondering
why you're not hearing from me as
much. you now know.
Praise Creator — she's finally
sleeping through the night! I'm still
walking around with that 'deer in the
headlights' look but less and less
each day. Like my boy Bashir when
he was a puppy, Bahar must have a
fan blowing on her all night, that's
non-negotiable. She has become
more acclimated and is settling in
better now. She's been here a month,
I'd like to say it's gone by quickly but
I'd be telling a big fat lie. It has
seemed interminably long. I'm
putting it in writing — I'm getting
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too old for this puppy stuff. Yikes —
I said it! When I show this article to
Joe and he reads that part, he'll
undoubtedly roll his eyes and make
some wisecrack like "Can I have that
in writing?"
She's going through a phase
where I have to watch her like a
hawk when she's on a walk because
she want to eat everything, and I do
mean everything. Dirt, rocks, sand,
wood — everything. Joe didn't really
believe me until she barfed up a
small fist sized pile of sand/pebbles.
The girl thinks she's part goat,
beaver. and termite.
I mentioned previously she
loves our cats, particularly Fenway. the yearling Joe refers to as
'Devil's Spawn,' and Ghaliya. last
year's distemper survivor. They take
turns inciting rounds of 'Tag, You're
It,' then head off running so she'll
chase them. Inevitably, they scamper
up into their cat condo and wait for
her to follow.
Here she is after flushing out her
buddy Fenway, she won't be able to
do that much longer without getting
stuck.
Bahar is a handful to be sure;
she more than offsets that with her
charm, intelligence, and wit. Each
animal that comes into our lives,
brings incredible opportunities to
broaden our horizons. I've no doubt
there is much more to my journey
with Bahar. So I'm fastening my
seatbelt, opening the sunroof, and
enjoying the ride ahead.

Blessings & Joyous Howls
Copyright @ 2009, Camille
Christie-Baker
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Barking But True: How a Rottweiler Became
Surrogate Father to an Abandoned Wolf Pup
By Mail Foreign Service

He is a fully grown Rottweiler. She is a tiny wolf pup.
But that hasn't stopped 18month-old,150lb dog Ulrok
and and eight-week-old cub
Beldaran becoming best of
friends. They sleep together,
frolic in the sun and even howl
at the moon in unison - and
their unlikely union brings a
smile to the face of everyone
who sees them.
Beldaran, who weighs
just five pounds, was adopted by the Rottweiler when she was
just four days old at the Kisma Preserve in Mt Desert, Maine,
USA, after she was rejected by her parents.
Once Beldaran is full size
and can fend for herself,
Heather plans to gradually
introduce her to a group of
adult wolves at the park.
Barking mad: Rottweiler Ulrok has become so close to
wolf cub Beldarin they even
howl in unison
Since then the unlikely
pair have been inseparable in
everything they do. Both are
rescue animals and spend all
of their time together at the
reserve where they are cared
for at the centre's sanctuary. The organisation takes in creatures
of all breeds and all sizes.
Preserve director Heather Grierson, 49, said: 'It's a true love
story that has touched the hearts of everyone who visits the preserve. 'You just can't be in a bad mood when these two are
around. It's impossible to look at them and not feel good.'
Beldaran is lovingly described as a 'little accident' by the
12 staff at the sanctuary - who didn't know she was due and believed her rescued parents Gandalf, one, and Kahlani, two, were
too young to have babies. Both parents were handed in to the
sanctuary when
they
were
young.
It
is
thought they had
been
snatched
from the wild for
the purpose of
breeding
them
with dogs to make
hybrids — a fad in
America.
'It
causes many probsaid
Both are rescue animals and spend all l e m s , '
Heather.'
of their time together at the reserve
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It's purely for fashion and people don't realise the difficulties of caring for these wild breeds. .'Then they either dump
them or hand them over to us. 'It was a massive shock when
Kahlani gave birth,' she added. 'We didn't even know Gandalf
had it in him and suddenly we had a little wolf pup on our
hands.'
Sadly, because of her young age, Kahlani's maternal instincts failed to kick in and she ignored the new arrival.
Heather said: 'We started to get really worried because
Gandalf didn't have a clue what to do and we were really concerned he might hurt Beldaran.'
In an effort to get the pup some maternal care, Heather
and her team placed Beldaran with another canine at the centre
- Yorkshire Terrier Mia - who had just finished raising her
own litter and was still lactating. .But the Yorkie wasn't interested either and made every effort to avoid the pup that was
being pushed on her. 'That's when Ulrok stepped up,' said
Heather. 'Ever since Beldaran's arrival he had been trying to
get involved in everything. He would clean her and when she
was making her puppy whimpering he would bound over to
investigate. 'He had such a massive interest in her that we decided he would be the best option and we could bottle feed the
wolf. It worked out brilliantly.'
Now Ulrok — a rescue dog whose previous owners imported him from Europe and gave him up when they couldn't
cope - and his new love eat, drink, play and sleep together. The
duo have also become a huge attraction at the reserve.
Once Beldaran is full size and can fend for herself,
Heather plans to gradually introduce her to a group of adult
wolves at the park to make sure she stays all wolf and is not
alienated from her own species. 'At this stage it has all been
about giving her a paternal figure and Ulrok accepted the role
gladly. 'At 18 months he is still a puppy in his head and he also
needed a companion
to play with. 'It was a
perfect match. Dogs
and wolves are very
similar biologically
and they both need
strong social ties
when they develop.
'We'll eventually
move Beldaran in
with the other wolves Tough the wolf's new 'father' shows
in phases but I'm the youngster who is boss love
sure her bond with
Ulrok will always be there. After all this time together, they
will never forget each other.'
Copyright @ 2009, Mail Online (Reprinted permission for noncommercial use only) http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/worldnews/article1192276/Barking-true-The-touching-bond-Rottweiler-wolf-cub.html

The Guessing Game Answers:
A. Reported to be mid content husky mix
B. Reported to be a high content, but owner says NOT!
C. Reported to be a low-no Alaskan Malamute Mix
D. Reported to be high content
E. Reported to be pure wolf
F. Reported to be mid-content Alaskan Mal mix
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The Rendezvous Reel: A Decade of FLA
By Kim Miles

It does not seem like so much time has passed, but this year marks a decade of FLA Rendezvous. In celebration on this momentous
occasion, we have decided to pay tribute to all of those who have made the Rendezvous possible and who have made FLA a success.
Please enjoy the collage of photos we have put together for your enjoyment. These photos cover the last ten seasons. We hope to have

2000
FLA Founders &
Board of Directors

2001

2002

FLA Board of Directors

FLA Board of Directors

Barbara is absent from photo.
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2003

2005

2004
FLA Board of Directors

FLA Directors
Melissa is absent .
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2006

2007

FLA Board of Directors
Kim is absent from photo.
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2008

2009

FLA Board of Directors
Jill & Andrea are
absent from photo.
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The Guessing Game
Try to guess the content and/or mix of these canines.
Answers on page 9

B

A

D

C

E

F
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Summer Heat Fries Dogs’ Feet
It's summertime in Florida, and all but the hardiest of
snowbirds have already made their retreat northward. Hot
tropical breezes ooze with moisture as afternoon thunderstorms disrupt the typically calm, sultry days. Meteorologists
diligently keep a watchful eye on warm waters, tracking tropical waves, depressions, storms, as well as the occasional hurricane.
We are often warned about leaving dogs (or any other
pets) in a car during this hot weather, but there is another danger that may not be quite so apparent to us. When the air temperature reaches 100 degrees, the surface temperature of asphalt in a street or parking lot can be over 150 degrees! This
can give a dog (or cat or person) second degree burns on their
feet in as little as 10 minutes of walking! Yes, it's summertime
in Florida — the time when "Summer Heat Fries Dogs' Feet."

Your Dog’s Teeth
When I asked Monty Sloan at Wolf Park whether or not the
wolves at the Park had regular dental care, he replied that they
didn’t because they had plenty of bones and hide to chew on
[what better way to brush your teeth than using the bristles of a
hide to do the job]. When you consider that several of the
wolves there have lived to be 17 years old, well, obviously, the
wolves had not experienced a lot of diseases associated with bad
canine oral hygiene He did mention that one or two of the
wolves had a root canal.

Source: Institute of Food & Agriculture Sciences, University
of Florida

Our friend Spooky knows how important it is to brush
her teeth.
Tips for Keeping Teeth Healthy.
By Drs. Foster & Smith Educational Staff

Hurricane Preparedness for Pets
The National Hurricane Center has posted a hurricane
preparedness site for animal owners on their website:
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/HAW2/english/prepare/
pet_plan.shtml. This site includes a link to pet friendly motels
The Center urges all pet owners to have a pet disaster supply
kit on hand, including:
• Proper identification including
immunization records
• Ample supply of food and water
• A carrier or cage
• Medications
• Muzzle, collar and leash

Some dogs prove sensitive to any brush,
but this is no reason to avoid dental care. A
fussy dog may find a finger-fitted brush more
agreeable. If not, soft prepared pads and
sponges will do a good job. It is also wise to
keep a supply of dental pads handy for quick clean ups, or for
on-the-fly cleaning.
The type of food you provide will make a difference.
Regular feeding of dry, kibble-type food will help prevent the
formation of plaque. Hard biscuits, rawhide, or hard chew toys
are good plaque attackers….
Have your veterinarian give a thorough oral exam with
your pet's regular checkups. And consult with your veterinarian
any time you see signs that you suspect are a dental problem,
like red, swollen gums, pain or bleeding when you touch the
gums or mouth, or even a change in breath odor. With regular
check-ups and routine home care, you will keep your dog's
teeth healthy. It is never too late to start.
Copyright © 2008 Drs. Foster & Smith, Inc. Reprinted as a courtesy and with
permission from PetEducation.com. On-line store at www.DrsFosterSmith.com
Free pet supply catalog: 1-800-323-4208.

FLORIDA LUPINE ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 1765
DeFuniak Springs, FL 32435
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
New Membership ______

Renew Membership ______

*

Individual (FL Residents) _____ $25
*

Date:___________________

Individual Affiliate (out of state) _____ $15

Family (FL Residents)

_____ $35

Family Affiliate (out of state)

_____ $20
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_____ $10
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_____ $40

Business Membership

_____ $50

Donation Only (no membership) $________

New Membership: _____________
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Date: _______________________

Name:_________________________________________

Home Phone:_____________________________

Address:_______________________________________

Office Phone:_____________________________

______________________________________________

County: _________________________________

E-mail: _______________________________________________________
*These are the only voting categories.

